
About Meant to Last

The following is an excerpt from Parisite Fortnight Day One:

But what was I saying a moment ago?…vectors of waveliness…the irrational components of a 
day, any day…memory as a factor…dreams…ah yes, dreams. Let’s talk about Paris dreams for a 
minute. One could have missed this pretty-big-deal-dream connection to my first day in Paris if 
the particulate record of my journal notes were all that remained of the day.  The journal entries 
seem to imply that the day moved directly from:

 L) Back to hotel…nap       straight on to:

 M) Out at 6:30 to Metro 
(Louvre, Rivoli  stop)
…Pont  Des  Artes, 
St. Germaine,  Galleries, !   with nothing in between.

But of course we know there are an infinity of irrationals between every two integers, every two 
beads on the string, every two stops on the Metro line.  Therefore  it didn’t, of course.  Move 
straight on, that is. The day.  My first day in Paris.

Instead, between journal entries L and M there was an interval of awakening-jetlagged-in-
strange-room-dislocational-what-was-that-dream-I-was-just-having sort of time we often have 
on the first day of a long trip where I recalled a song that was playing in the jet lag day nap 
dream from which I had just been awakened (by, maybe, Al knocking on the door to say it was 
6:30—time to get moving again.).  It (the song in my dream) was a Joni Mitchell song.  In my 
dream, I had been listening to her sing it—but it was no song either of us (me nor Joni) had ever 
heard her sing before (that we could recall, anyway).   And as I dreamt the song I realized (as we 
sometimes do in dreams) that “I” was writing the song she was singing as she was singing it 
(which realizing sort of gives us a chill, doesn’t it?).  When I woke (to Al’s knuckle’s rap?) I 
quickly wrote down a few snatches of words, hoping to salvage something of what I’d dreamt/
heard:

It’s a long way from the borderline 
to the Rue Ste Bouganville 
and if you don’t mind dealing 
scaring up a sacrifice 
then you’ll  earn your daily meal! !  And more groggy writing…



Somebody’s gonna get hurt tonight what’s coming tonight 
cos these past just ain’t  blues weren’t meant to last. 

Then an arrow to the previous page of the journal:  

This with the same notes as “he’s a real god talker…I think he’s a 
friend” 

–which I recall scrawling so I wouldn’t forget the melody 
of the Joni dream tune.  (Though I can no longer hear the 
dream tune itself in my head, that evening I could still hear 
it and its melody was similar to the passage above from 
Joni’s “Car On The Hill” from Court and Spark. ) 

Then a little more writing: 

Now as the last scrap of sun is slowly 
climbing climbs up the courtyard mansard 
scene chimney
 there on the  mansard roof out back 
 I’m imagining scenes from the past

And at that point I guess I had to wrap up my dream salvage 
efforts.  It was time to hit the streets. Marcia was rising, Al 
would be waiting, the evening was coming on.  But the 

snatch of dreamed melody stuck with me, and the meaning of the few lyrics I could recall stayed, 
too.  A week after we returned from our trip, I worked on creating something out of those scraps.

Sitting in a beautiful old cabin in the Driftless Area on the weekend of my 50th birthday I wrote 
all nine verses which have survived pretty much unchanged since.  The song tells an ancient tale 
of deceit and betrayal, blame and sadness and loss.  My subconscious obviously needed to work 
some shit out that first day in Paris--am I ever glad I was able to remember just enough to 
salvage the Joni dream tune.  

This one is way stripped down...nothing but guitar, bass, mandolin and Al’s beautiful flute part
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